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How can you imperatively show that you have personally led, directed, 
and thoroughly reviewed the work efforts required to achieve authorities’ 
compliance as President and Chief Executive Officer? 

What are the costs associated with not being able to monitor business, 
regulations and quality issues throughout your organisation? 

How do you estimate the lack of adequate process to manage, collaborate 
and report-on strategy, initiatives, projects and actions? Do you have 
sufficient documented feedback? 

What are the costs associated with the lack of clear understanding of 
strategies and initiatives by your personnel?  

How much is lost-trough the difficulty in showing strategy linkage to 
team/department?  

What is the cost’s implication to not successfully achieve the goals 
established as part of your enterprise's strategy?  

What is the cost of a bad connection between planning & execution? 

What are the costs of communication breakdown between members of 
your staff? 

What is the cost of lack of information on projects not link to strategic 
initiatives?  

How much it cost not having-strategic direction available anytime, 
anywhere in the world? 

Is your Company loosing money due to the lack of enterprise-wide 
collaboration and communication capabilities? Can you implement 
strategic changes rapidly? 

What is the cost of organizational confusion that is always created with the 
planning, introduction and deployment of new initiatives? 
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How much trouble can produce the non-alignment of company goals? 

When do you know when an initiative must be scrapped? How much you 
lost? And what are the lessons to learn from it?  

How can you be ensured that there will be no more surprises?  

How much can you save by implementing Executive Reporting Service? 

Do you believe your corporate strategies are implemented effectively? 

Can you obtain, a Snapshot view of all deployments increases 
downstream management accountability? 

Are you aware of costs to Identify and control risk elements without 
containment strategies? 

Can you be assured of cost controls during the delivery of new product or market 
to create new revenue streams you need? 

Can you be easily made aware of the lost computer surrounding systems not 
working properly?  

What is the toll of not using technologies to grow existing-business?  

What is the cost of not teaching your business-focused Executives to be more 
technology minded? 

Are you made aware of monitored clients change over time to reduce operating 
costs?  

What is the cost of not raising effectiveness and efficiency? How much is lost by 
not enforcing organizational discipline? 

What are the costs related to not being able to monitor competitive business 
vision-implementation? 

What is the toll of not using a road map discipline approach to control 
costs?  

 
We suggest you to request one of our professional to contact you to help you understand 

Enterprise Initiative Management within the context of business strategy setting and 
execution of your organization. Just fill in an e-mail with necessary contact information 

and a few details and we will contact you ASAP. info@webtechmanagement.com 
Visit: www.webtechmanagement.com 


